As the rapid growth of PDF documents, recognizing the document structure and components are useful for document storage, classification and retrieval. 
Introduction
Portable document format (PDF) is a widely used document format. Although many researchers analyze PDF documents by converting them to other formats (e.g., image, html), automatically identifying the PDF document logical structures information and document components (e.g., figures, tables, etc) are still challenging problems [2] because of three main reasons: 1) extracted texts from PDF files are non-tagged; 2) wrong text sequences are generated by the text extraction tools; 3) new noises are caused by necessary tools (e.g., OCR) when converting the PDFs into other format (e.g., image).
Tables, as a specific document component, are ubiquitous everywhere. To thoroughly analyzing the table content, locating the table boundary in a document is the first and crucial step for consequent applications (e.g., the table search). Because most of the tables in scientific documents are text-based tables, solely analyzing the text objects in a PDF file can achieve good performance in terms of saving efforts on other objects. However, existing text extraction tools face a common problem: the extracted text pieces follow a different sequence from its original appearance in PDF files. Although the wrong sequence does not affect the PDF documents displaying for browsing purpose, it can severely interfere the document content analyzing works that rely on the information of the relative location and sequence among the text pieces. Table boundary detection is a typical example. In order to improve the accuracy of the table boundary detection, we need to recover the extracted text sequences to the orders that comply with the human's reading habit. The sequence errors can be classified into two types: within-table errors and beyond-table errors. In this paper, we propose two text sequence recovering algorithms to fix them. Our algorithms start with the detected sparse lines in each PDF page and detect the table boundaries by analyzing the sparse areas and the caption information. The detail of the sparse line detection is out of the scope of this paper. If interested, the details can be found in [3] and [4] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the definition for main terms used in this paper. Section 3 elaborates two text sequence error categories. Section 4 introduces two text sequence recovering algorithms and how to detect the table boundary based on the recovered sequences. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental results. Conclusion and future work are included in section 6.
Term Definitions
Free online dictionary 1 defines a table as an orderly arrangement of data, especially one in which the data are arranged in columns and rows in an essentially rectangular form. In addition, we add an additional restriction on the definition of tables in scientific documents: each table has a caption that starts with a keyword (e.g., " Table" or "TA-BLE"). With this restriction, the tables can be understood as genuine tables [6] . The table boundary includes all the parts in the Wang's model [5] . Both table caption and footnote are not included. Different lines in the same page have different internal space size, text density, and length. A document page contains at least one column and many have two (e.g., ACM and IEEE conference formats), or three even four columns. The length of lines can be equal to, longer (e.g., cross-column lines), or shorter (e.g., some headings) than the width of the document column. Because single-column documents are easy to process, in this paper, we focus on the most popular yet challenging digital document template: double-column formatting. From the internal space perspective, the majority of the lines contain normal space size while some lines have large space size, between two adjacent words. We define a line as a sparse line if it satisfies at least one of the following conditions: 1) This line contains at least one large space gap between a pair of consecutive words within the line; 2) The length of this line is much shorter than a threshold ll; Note, different definitions of "large" and the threshold ll generate different results. Based on the observation and the statistical results on thousands of table examples, in this paper we set the "large" as the double of the average space between words in document body content lines, and ll as the two third of the document column width;
Non-sparse lines, which satisfy neither of the conditions, usually occur in the following document components: long document titles, the abstracts, the body content paragraphs, etc. Sparse lines cover other specific document components: tables, texts in figures, mathematical formulas, document affiliations, and references, etc. Since the majority lines in a document are non-sparse lines, filtering them out as early as possible is an effective preprocessing step for the table boundary detection because we can save a substantial amount of time and effort and narrow down the table boundary to the sparse lines easily. The detection and filtering work is out the scope of this paper. If interested, the details can be found in [3] [4] . Our text sequence recovering algorithm starts with the detected sparse lines. Figure 1 shows in a document page with a wide table while Figure 2 shows the filtered sparse lines in another document page with two parallel tables.
The text sequence problem
Given a PDF document page, the human reading sequence is usually top-down, left-to-right, and line by line, column by column. Particularly, some document components in the page may cross multiple document columns, such as the document title, the affiliation, some wide tables and figures. Although the text extraction tools can extract all the text information from a PDF page, the sequence of the exported texts may not reflect the human reading ordering. The text sequence error is a common problem shared by existing text extraction tools (e.g., PDF2TEXT, Figure 3b shows an example: the text extraction tools output the table caption first on the second document column, then jump to the first document column on the left and process some scattered texts in the figures. After telling the figure caption, they come back to the table area. Sometimes, the tools extract several table columns then jump to other areas (e.g., the following regular document contents) to finish several lines or paragraphs, then return to the In order to accurately collect the table cells from a page and recover the sequence, resorting the texts in the page is one approach. B. Yildiz et. al mentioned the similar idea in [7] but without any detail about the methodology and the performance. Other proposed approaches [1] exploit geometric or typographic features of the page objects, and go further in exploiting the content of object. X-Y cut approach is a representing method. However, its performance is not satisfying. Moreover, these proposed works need to process both sparse lines and non-sparse lines. The more non-sparse lines involve, the higher possibility errors incur.
Text sequence recovering algorithms
To fix the text sequence error problem, we propose two methods to resort the detected sparse lines within a given area. For the inside- 
Algorithm 1: Considering the document column information
The recovering procedure includes two parts: the crosscolumn resorting, and the within-column resorting. Here the column refers to the document column instead of the table column. How to get the document column information is out of scope of this paper. We adopt an easy but effective method by calculating the average length of the non-sparse lines then comparing with the document width. For the inside- In the within-column resorting part, the inputs include the filled vector V and V cc . The output is a new vector V sorted , which stores all sorted sparse lines. For each document column CO k , we get all the Y-axis values from the sparse lines in vector v k . Among these Y-axis values, we identify all the non-duplicated values and sort them, and store them in a new vector V y . With these Y-axis values, we sort all sparse lines in vector v k accordingly. This method works well for the tables that are located within one document column (e.g., the table in Figure 3b ). However, for the wide tables that cross more than one document column (see Figure 1a) , this algorithm may generate errors because it is difficult to know which lines should cross the document columns in advance. If there are overlaps between the table column spaces and the document column spaces, this method will segment a whole table into at least two parts. Although some table lines may block the document column space, it is difficult to identify the last line of the 
Algorithm 2: Without considering the document column information
To deal with the above special cases, we propose another text sorting algorithm without considering the document column information at the beginning. The algorithm has four steps: 1) obtaining all the non-duplicated Y-axis values of the sparse lines within an area; 2) sorting these Y-axis values from the top to the bottom; 3) ordering all the sparse lines in the area according to the sorted Y-axis values; 4) exporting the sparse lines in the area orderly. For the inside-table text sequence error problem, the area is the table itself. For the beyond-table text sequence error problem, this algorithm works better for the wide tables because the area refers to the whole page. All the sparse lines of cross-column tables will be exported out uninterruptedly. The high-risk case of this algorithm is the parallel tables. Parallel tables mean two tables that are located within two adjacent document columns and both tables have overlap Y-axis areas (see Figure 2a) . Such cases happen very infrequently. In addition, they can be fixed easily by considering the width and the location of table captions.
Detecting the Table Boundary based on the sorted sparse lines
With the sorted sparse lines, we detect the table boundary by combining the table caption information. We define a keyword list, which lists all the possible starting keywords Algorithm 2: Sorting sparse lines within a document column 
Experiments and Results
Our experiments can be divided into two parts: the evaluation of the text sequence recovering and the table boundary detection. A five-user study is implemented. Each user checked the sequence of the resorted sparse lines in 20 selected PDF pages. Half of them have within-table sequence errors and the other half have beyond-table sequence errors. The evaluation metric is pairwise accuracy. If H R is the sequence decided by human judgement and A R is the sequence decided by the algorithms, the pairwise accuracy can be defined as the fraction of times that our algorithms and human judges agree on the sequence: pairwise accuracy =
. For algorithm 1, the correct sequence of human judge is column by column. For algorithm 2, humans treat each page as a single-column page. Comparing such "golden standard", the pairwise accuracy of both algorithms are 100%. Still using the Figure 3a as the example, with our algorithms, the 13 non-duplicated Y-axis values after the sorting step are: 625. 47974 For tables with within-table sequence errors, our recovering algorithms do not fulfill much performance improvement on both P and R because all the lines belong to the table boundary come together without interruption. However, for the tables with beyond-table sequence errors, the performance is much worse without our algorithms: with the same test PDFs, the R is only 63.5% without our algorithms because a table will be segmented into several parts and some of them are filtered out because of the small scope. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze a typical problem shared by the PDF text extraction tools: the text sequence error. We propose two algorithms to recover the sequence of extracted sparse lines, which improve the 
